1) Cory walks 7 units west and 8 units south. Which animal does he see?

2) Which animal is closest to Cory?

3) If Cory is at elephant safari and he walks 8 units up and 8 units right, where would he land?

4) Write the coordinates of giraffe’s location.

5) Using the compass, tell him the route to reach the aquarium.
1) Cory walks 7 units west and 8 units south. Which animal does he see?  

   Chimpanzee

2) Which animal is closest to Cory?  

   Lion

3) If Cory is at elephant safari and he walks 8 units up and 8 units right, where would he land?  

   (2, 7) or Deer

4) Write the coordinates of giraffe’s location.  

   (-5, 7)

5) Using the compass, tell him the route to reach the aquarium.  

   7 units south and 5 units east or 5 units east and 7 units south